PRACTICAL INFORMATION
GETTING THERE
CDTI premises are located in the city center of Madrid and the address is: c/ Cid nº 4.
From Barajas Airport to the city center and to CDTI you may travel by train, metro or taxi.

Train
The train station is on the Airport terminal T4, floor -1, and is called AEROPUERTO T4. There is
no train station on Airport terminals T1, T2 or T3. To move between terminals there is a free
shuttle bus service connecting the terminals. The closest train station to CDTI is called
RECOLETOS, only five minutes walking from the CDTI. The line from AEROPUERTO T4 to
RECOLETOS is direct and you should not change trains. The journey by train takes 30 min.

Metro
The is a Metro station on the Airport terminal T4 called AEROPUERTO T4 (Line 8/Pink line), flor
-1; and another Metro station on the Airport terminal T2 called AEROPUERTO T1-T2-T3 (Line
8/Pink line) on floor -1. The closest Metro stations to CDTI are RETIRO (Line 2/Red line),
SERRANO (Line 4/Brown line) and COLÓN (Line 4/Brown line). The Metro from the Aeropuerto
to CDTI is NOT direct and you should change trains. Click here for the underground map. The
journey by Metro takes 60 min.

Taxi
Barajas airport disposes of several public taxi ranks, distributed over all airport terminals. The
journey from the airport to the city center is a fix rate of 30 €. The journey by taxi takes 30-40
min (depending on the traffic).

ACCOMODATION

CDTI is located in the city center of Madrid and you can choose your accommodation at your
convenience. Although we do not have special rates at the following locations, we recommend
them in regards to proximity to the venue and quality:


VP Jardín de Recoletos -4*



AC Recoletos - 4*



NH Collection Colón - 4*



One Shot Recoletos - 4*



Petit Palace Art Gallery - 4*



Gran Meliá Fénix - 5*



Hospes - 5*

